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CAULFIELD BEARS JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
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ROUND 3 FIXTURE
Team

Opponent

Home/Away

Location

Time

U8’s

St Kilda

Away

Wattie Watson Oval

9.30am

U9’s

St. Paul’s McKinnon

Home

Koornang Park

8.45am

U10’s

Bentleigh

Away

King George Reserve

9.00am

U11 Polars

St Peters

Home

Koornang Park

10.00am

U11 Grizzlies

East Brighton

Away

Moorabbin West

9.40am

U12 Girls

St Peters

Home

East Caulfield

1.00pm

U12 Polars

East Brighton

Away

Moorabbin West

11.05am

U12 Grizzlies

East Sandringham

Home

Koornang Park

11.30am

U13’s

St Kilda

Away

Wattie Watson Oval

12.40pm

U14’s Girls

St. Paul’s McKinnon

Away

Mc Kinnon Reserve

10.30am

U14’s

Ashwood

Away

Essex Heights Reserve

3.30pm

U15’s

Mordialloc Braeside

Away

Walter Galt Reserve

3.20pm

U16’s

Mordialloc Braeside

Home

Koornang Park

1.00pm

U17’s

Oakleigh

Home

Koornang Park

3.00pm

Calender Events
MAY

20

Family Night
4.30pm – 7.30pm

MATCH REPORTS!
If all teams could provide reports and a few
photos for the newsletter that would be
appreciated! However if nothing is received
the scores where relevant, with locations and
weather will be all that’s published.
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Major Sponsor

PRESIDENTS
MESSAGE
With two rounds under our belt hopefully teams are starting to feel settled
and the Sunday game routines are becoming more familiar. It’s important to
remember in these early rounds that the grades we are playing in are not cast
in stone and that in many cases, these will change.

Match Day
Photos
If you have any photos of
your teams for our newsletter,
please e-mail them to
cbjfcnewsletter@gmail.com

The SMJFL monitors the competition very closely over the first four rounds and
changes are made before Round 5 to ensure that the competition is as close as
possible. In fact, the SMJFL have an internal KPI to ensure that winning margins
are kept as low as possible. Nobody wants to see teams winning or loosing by
significant margins as nobody gains in these scenarios.
For the next two rounds, keep getting to know any new team mates,
enjoy getting back into football and the fixtures will take care of themselves.

Louise Nelson
President

Contact Us
Club Website
caulfieldbears.com.au/
juniorteam

Facebook
For the latest in social
media, visit facebook.com/
CaulfieldBearsJuniors

Newsletter
Please send photos,
articles or anything else to
cbjfcnewsletter@gmail.com

Team App
Team app is the preferred
communication method for
CBJFC — make sure you install
and enable notifications to stay
up to date with your team’s
news, fixtures and events
Available from the App store or
the Play Store —
 simply install
the app, and find the Caulfield
Bears Junior Footy Club.

Download
our App!
caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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NOTICE BOARD
BY-LAW OF
THE WEEK
9.10. Shorts
Players who wear undergarments
i.e. compression skins) extending
on the legs below the line of the
uniform shorts must wear such
shorts which are beige, black or
the same colour as the shorts
being worn and must not extend
below the knee.

Raise the Flags!
Did you notice the new Monash University flags at the
grounds on Sunday?
As part of the ongoing relationship with SMJFL’s major sponsor Monash
University, the league wishes to support them as they have supported us.
The sponsorship investment from Monash University has directly contributed
to the league supporting clubs through;
• Maintaining affordable league team affiliation fees in 2017 and 2018,
• recognising junior leaders through the Monash University
Leadership Award, and
• funding the administration of the league.
Players, officials, parents and the wider SMJFL community are encouraged
to snap their own #MonashMoment with the banners to be in the running for
a weekly prize pack worth over $100.
• SNAP a Monash Moment weekly with the tear drop signage at all home
grounds/venues. *Bonus points for a Monash Game Ball and Monash
branded apparel! *
• TAG #MonashMoment and @smjfl on social media (Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter) and check in to the ground location.

50 GAMES!
Congratulations to
Matt Hamilton and
Joel Farrar on making
it to 50 club games!
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• WIN for you. Individuals are in the running to win a weekly prize pack valued
over $100 (including footballs, brand new XBlades boots, and customised
Sportsafe Mouthguard to name a few). Advertise with members and have
them enter as many times as they can throughout the season.
• WIN for your club. Clubs are entered into a prize draw for each photo spotted
(and tagged) at their home ground(s). An end-of-season prize draw for
$1,000 will be awarded to one lucky club. The more entries you have the
greater chance to win.

AUSKICK
We’re Back!

Come ‘N’ Try Day

Auskick got off to a ripping start with the sun shining
and great turnout of excited kids!

Next week we a have come ’n’try day for anyone who just
wants to give it a go before they register. Bring your friend,
your neighbour, your cousin! Everyone is welcome!

The introduction of the new Auskick 2.0 model caused
some initial chaos, but settled down with it mostly running
smoothly by the end of the session. Next week with a few
changes, we believe we will have a much smoother run.
A few stand out moments that I witnessed were a very
cohesive girls only group who were obviously were enjoying
themselves immensely. Thank-you to Marcus for his
coaching efforts, for the 3rd year in a row.
The grade 1 groups grid game certainly showed a few
very handy future footballers, and the preps really loved
the obstacle course were they zoomed round, enjoying
every moment.
A shout out to all the coaches who have put their hand up
again this year, and to our new recruits. We couldn’t do this
without you all!

Mother’s Day
In a few weeks we will be having our big Mother’s Day
celebration with Speck Events coming to host the day
again. It’s a big one on the calendar each year. Afterwards
we have our annual Mother Day raffle. We are seeking
donations for prizes. Something the ladies would like would
be awesome!
A message for all our parents to get involved and help with
the activities. All our kids are relying on parents to help run
the games and join in the fun with them!

For more information about Caulfield
Bears Auskick, Please contact:
Silvana Kerin, Auskick Liaison:
0424 454 060

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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MATCH REPORT
U8’s
Location:
Koornang Park



Caulfield Bears vs. South Melbourne
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

Editors Note: As per SMJFL By-Law 25.12, scores are not printed for out modified rules games. Also per SMJFL By-Law 23.10, a mercy rule
applies to the publication of all scores in U11–U13 matches. No team shall have a winning margin greater than 60 points.
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U9’s
Location:
King George
Reserve

Caulfield Bears vs. Bentleigh
Min:

8ºC

Fine morning

Max:

21ºC

Bear of the Week:
Sam Weitzman
Best on Ground:
Eamonn Walker
Game Highlights:
A glorious Autumn morning for round 2. The Bears won the
toss and never looked back from there. The first quarter
opened with Zac and Quinn taking a number of good
marks in the forward 50 and peppering the goals. The
defence held up with some great tackles from Harry, and
defensive pressure from Andrew in the centre.
The second quarter saw increased run off half back from
Will and a classic fend-off from Luca. Goals to Toby and
Charlie B finished off the half.
The Bears owned the third quarter with a pair of goals to
Eamonn. The first of those goals being the culmination of
a chain of precision passing from the wing involving Luca,
Charlie B, Sam, Josh G, Jackson and Eamonn finishing off
the finest team work.
The final quarter saw goals to Charlie D and Angus, who
continued his dominant form from the previous week.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U10’s
Location:
Caulfield East

Caulfield Bears vs. Waverley Hawks
Min:

8ºC
Perfect

Max:

23ºC

Bear of the Week:
Veer, Cooper and Adam
Game Highlights:
Q1: After an early goal to the hawks the boys started to lift
the intensity and with Grady and Max getting on top in the
midfield the bears worked their way back into the game.
The forwards locked the ball in the attacking half and the
bears were unlucky not to kick a goal in the first quarter.
Q2: With Lucas and Adam on top down back and
Cooper in the midfield the hawks struggled for scoring
chances. Some hard work from Jack Curwood gave the
forwards some good opportunities and a big tackle from
Ryan saw him slot the free kick for the first of his two
goals in the quarter.
Q3: The Bears did well in the third but couldn’t score a
goal. Veer in his second game had plenty of ball and Nick
in the midfield was tackling hard.
Q4: Another goalless quarter but plenty of highlights. There
was a strong mark by Casper in defence and a lovely kick
from Cooper saw Mack take mark of the day. All the new
recruits had good games and would have pleased the
coach with their efforts.
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U11 Polars
Location:
Chisholm
Reserve

Caulfield Bears (63) vs. East Sandringham (3)
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

Game Highlights:
The boys bonded as a team and it was obvious from
the first bounce that the Polars had come to play as
Johnny Roussos put through the first major of the game.
Contested ball possessions, defensive pressure and
creative switching was shown by the backs, mids, forwards
and followers which prevented East Sandringham getting
the ball into their forward line.
The Polars complete dominance of the first quarter meant
that East Sandringham would come out harder to take up
the challenge in the second quarter. Maxi Bremner, Oliver,
Paddy and the other backmen created a wall, which again
repelled all forward thrusts by East Sandringham and the
entire team maintained their first quarter pressure which
again denied East Sandringham the chance to score a
major. Tom Ritchie, Rory and Noah all stood out in one
of the best transition plays of the game. The increased
effort from East Sandringham slowed the game down
and there were lots of packs and congestion as both
teams slogged it out.
The Polars continued to stick to the instructions
with unselfish handballs and team based plays,
Jacques Land, Tommy Walsh and Jakob ran their
guts out and picked up many possessions whilst
Maxi Bremner always got his handballs out no matter
how tight and tough the contest was.
The performance was a great team effort, which all
the boys should be very proud of. Terrific contributions
throughout the game by Rory, Johnny Roussos, Tom
Ritchie, Jacques Land, Tommy Walsh, Noah and Max
Bremner set the team up for this great win. With six
different goal kickers contributing to the final score the
Polars created plenty of headaches for East Sandringham
who despite a valiant and courageous effort all day could
not match the Polars in score conversions.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U11 Grizzlies
Location:
Koornang Park

East Sandringham 8.2 (50) def. Caulfield Bears 4.16 (40)
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

50 Games:
Joel Farrar
Game Highlights:
It was a balmy 16 degrees with light cloud clearing to
beautiful sunshine for the U/11 Bears second match of
the season. Congratulations to Joel Farrar who played
his 50th game and led the team through the banner of
glory to start the match. Despite being a little sleepy in
the first quarter, the Bears went on to turn the play around
for the rest of the game. Otis was pivotal to this change
in momentum, with Charles helping by moving back into
defence. Cameron was on fire with tackles and kicks in the
second quarter, and Joel and Ethan each scored a goal.
The third quarter saw increased possessions and a great
goal from Chris. Charlie and Kristian showed amazing skill
in the final quarter, with Ben and Nick taking great marks.
Dan was ever ferocious, and Ethan put through his second
goal. The Bears lost by just 10 points despite dominating
the possessions, with the focus turning to accuracy for
next week’s game.
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U12 Girls
Location:
Koornang Park

Caulfield Bears 9.9 (63) def. East Malvern 1.4 (10)
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

Game Highlights:
With a gutsy performance last week, the Bears were
looking to put together a 4 qtr performance. The Bears
won the ball out of the centre with 2nd and 3rd efforts from
Ivy and Lily Skinner. The linking handballs created space
and set up kicks and marks to teammates in a better
position. Strong marking by Alice and Mia helped the Bears
make the most of their opportunities in the forwardline.
Samantha with her arms up on the mark, cause a smother,
and an intercept handball from Hanna set the tone for the
rest of the game.
The foot passing on display was fantastic as well as
great run and carry from Claudia in the back line. Special
mentions to Sienna for not letting the ball go past and
Jasmine kicking 4 goals in a quarter. Akeisha going for her
marks with confidence, and the rest of the teams tackling
pressure helped the Bears maintain the momentum.
Overall an even performance with everyone contributing on
the day and playing their roll for the team.

U12 Polars
Location:
Koornang Park

Beaumaris (72) def. Caulfield Bears (12)
Min:

8ºC

Max:

23ºC

Clear mild morning
Goal Kickers:
Ged Saunders and Matt Hamilton (1)
Bear of the Week:
Matt Hamilton and Ashley Margerison
Best on Ground:
Jake Gurrie

Game Highlights:
The first quarter was tight and scrappy with our defence
under pressure from the start. Beaumaris kicked 2 goals
to nil the first quarter. The second quarter the bigger bodied
Beaumaris got right on top of our boys kicking 6 goals to
1. James was trying hard in the ruck and Quinn and Lachy
T were good in back under a lot of pressure. Ashley was
doing good work against the flow and Jack Gurrie was
in everything. Ged finally got us on the scoreboard with a
great goal. The 4th quarter the Polars kept the opposition
to 1 goal which was a great effort. The Beaumaris team
spread really well and their foot skills were excellent. Our
boys tried hard all day but were beaten by a better team.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U12 Grizzlies
Location:
McKinnon
Reserve

St Paul’s McKinnon 8.3 (51) def. Caulfield Bears 3.3 (21)
Min:

Max:

11ºC 18ºC
Mostly Sunny

Goal Kickers:
Liam Campitelli (2) and Tom Richie (1)

Best on Ground:
Sam Luth

Bear of the Week:
James, Rocco Casamento, Raff and Liam
Game Highlights:
It was a sunny day for the second game of the season.
Liam captained the Grizzlies for round 2. Coach, Ken,
set the goals for the game:
1. Effort – know your player
2. Compete – win individual contests
3. Be bold – take the game on – pick up the ball; kick the
ball long and run with the ball
4. Encourage each other – lots of talking to encourage
each other throughout the game.

consistently marked the ball in the backline, ran hard
and moved the ball on; James contested possessions
solidly and tackled strong; Rocco picked up of the ball
consistently and Tom Gordon tackled with strength.
Overall a great game to celebrate and thanks to Tom Richie
for playing with the Grizzlies.

First half, the boys demonstrated their commitment to
meeting the match goals: Tom Richie and Henry tackled
strong; Raff and Lachie Mackie contested possessions
9 and marked well, followed by good movement of the
ball with skilled kicking; Hugo and Felix picked up the ball
smoothly. Tom R scored the first goal followed by Liam
scoring the next two.
The second half saw the boys continued positive attitude.
Jac Christie started the quarter with a great mark and
consistently playing on the ball; Lachie Mathieson

U13’s
Location:
Darling Park

East Malvern 10.7 (67) def. Caulfield Bears 5.5 (35)
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

Goal Kickers:
Heals and James Hopley (2), Jacko (1)
Game Highlights:
After a good first up win we travelled across the Freeway
to take on East Malvern. The warm and sunny conditions
must have reminded the boys of Summer beach days as
the first half we weren’t in the game. 7 goals to 1 down at
half time was not the start we wanted with the one highlight
being a good centering ball from James Hopley which
Heals finished expertly.
The coaching staff challenged the boys to win the second
half and against a good East Malvern team they delivered!
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Bear of the Week:
Bucket, Jacko, James Hopley, Harry Nelson, Hugo Birrell

We scored 4 goals to 3 with Heals adding another, Jacko
on the board and James Hopley kicking his first goals for
the club. The midfield and defence lifted significantly with
Hugo and Harry repelling many attacks and Bucket winning
clearances.
Next week we need to be ready to go from the first
bounce!

U14’s
Location:
Koornang Park

Caulfield Bears 3.12 (30) def. Malvern Knights 3.6 (24)
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

Game Highlights:
To say that it was a perfect day at Koornang Park would
not do the weather justice. The team was on for a big one,
attempting to get a win on the board for season 2018.
One could be forgiven for thinking in the rooms they were
backstage at a Led Zeppelin concert, judging from the new
long hairstyles sported by many team members.
The first quarter – Haddi set the tone as he surged forward,
punting the ball straight into the Bears’ forward zone. Many
great plays later the first goal was scored by Griffin after
a dead eye pass from Miro. Dimma was showing off his
speed, Luca with courageous tackling and shepherding
players twice his size. The Bears were peppering the goals
to finish the quarter at 1.5.11 to the Knights 1.1.7.
Much of the same in the second quarter – the game was
tight and it was a battle of the defences at one point;
Andrew picking up the ball on the run to escape the danger
zone and a good mark in defence by Ben K did the same.

U14 Girls
Location:
Koornang Park

Quarter 3, only two minutes in and a snap from Haddi
– GOAL! After this, so close to goals so many times. A
goal to Malvern against the flow caused a little concern in
the Bears camp, but the message from Coach Rob was
simple; ‘Keep doing what you’re doing and you will be
rewarded’.
Rewarded we were in the final quarter with courageous and
skilled plays by Jonah, constantly marking and kicking out
of the danger zone. Sahil was attacking and saw lots of the
ball. Alarm bells sounded when the Knights scored a goal
to make the difference 2 points with not long to go. With a
lightning pass from Miro, Charlie Clancy took his chances,
snapped and goaled. The siren went to a great roar from
the crowd. A mighty effort.

East Sandringham 3.2 (20) def. Caulfield Bears 2.0 (12)
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U15’s
Location:
EE Gunn
Reserve

Ormond 12.3 (75) def. Caulfield Bears 9.19 (72)
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

Game Highlights:
1Q: With 16 players on the field the game started well with
three goals kicked by our boys by Nicholas, Harry and
Antoine. Good pressure by all players and great tackle by
Harry B.
2Q: A great tackle by Dom set the scene for another good
qtr with 3 goals kicked by Nicholas, Leo and Spencer.
A great mark by Nicholas and Harry P missed the gaol for
a point but great effort. Three further missed opportunities
at half time. The boys up 6 points.
3Q: Great start to the 3rd qtr with Nicholas kicking 2 goals
and Harry B the 3rd goal for this qtr. Again Nicholas took
a great mark and ran across the ground at amazing speed
but unluckily kicked it for a point, great effort though.
All the team did an amazing job keeping the ball at their
half for most of the qtr. Three quick goals from Ormond
saw them clawing their way back to a 5 point deficit.
4Q: A tense qtr saw Ormond in front but persistence
from our boys saw us just leading with 4 minutes to go.
The game change quickly with two and half minutes to
go Ormond was in front by 4 points. A last ditch effort from
Nicholas to put us in the lead was unlucky to score a point.
the final score saw the Ormond victors of the game.
Well done to our boys for an amazing effort with good
pressure and lots of possessions.
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U16’s
Location:
Moorleigh
Reserve

Caulfield Bears 8.14 (62) def. East Brighton 8.9 (57)
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

Goal Kickers:
Kai (3), Henry, Beau, Ethan, Harro and George (1)

Best on Ground:
TEAM EFFORT

Game Highlights:
We started well, very well dominating the possession
winning all centre clearances, some passages of play
were slick like our training sessions, with Kai putting 2
goals through with his awesome smile. George took a
screamer in front of the coaches box. Vampires only went
forward twice for 2 goals that brought them within reach
of us in the first break.
Second quarter our endeavour was good but our execution
at times let us down and caused many turnovers.
We continued to win the centre clearances and out tackling
improved, we had them covered 3 to one in marks but they
started to work out us out and roved to our rucks

caused turnovers, they out ran us by bombing from half
back and centre but our backs stood firm and repelled
many attacks. The Back line was again super solid.
We were 14 points down at the final break, a strong pep
talk must have woken them up as they came out blazing
in the final term, kicking 3.1 more to win by 5 points.
Could have been more as we missed a couple of gettable
shots close to goal, the boys showed true spirit and fight to
claw their way back against good opposition.
The good news is we have won both our games, we have
plenty to work on to improve our overall game, its round 2
only so our journey has just began.

The Third quarter saw them kick the first couple and then
we fought back, we continued to make mistakes that

U17’s
Location:
Boss James
Reserve

East Sandringham 11.6 (72) def. Caulfield Bears 6.8 (44)
Min:

8ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

23ºC

Goal Kickers:
Tim and Jono (2), Ossie and Huddo (1)

Jono – One of the new bloods, he had me going all
“Bruce Macavaney”, saying “Gee, doesn’t he look good”.

Best on Ground:
Max – Like a man crawling out of a football desert, he
obviously relished a cool, refreshing drink of Bear’s Footy

Huddo – Decided his ‘hard man’ haircut wasn’t hard
enough and has gone full Dusty. In the form of his life at the
moment and probably just going to get better each week.

Game Highlights:
The Boss reserve is a big ground and was always going to
test our young gentleman, as there is a lot of running to be
done to get from end to end. It also offers a lot of space
and it certainly was enjoyable watching some of the big
kicks that kept the ball flying from end to end.

the hallmark Bears tackling was sensational as usual
and no one can ever question the spirit of the team. As
mentioned, the third quarter was a highlight and showed
enormous potentials for coming games so, regardless of
the result, the future still looks bright.

However, this maudlin behaviour must draw to a close and
the positives must be accentuated.
After last week’s massive win, this game was a real
welcome to Div 2. Although the lads put in a mighty
fightback in the third quarter, it was a fourth quarter fade
out that sealed the deal for the Rovers.

As to what went wrong? I actually think that’s up to the
Coaching Brains Trust to deal with and I have no doubt
that there will, without doubt, some stunning Kasparov-like
chess moves in the future that will both surprise and delight
the loyal coterie in the upcoming games as they hone their
strategies for Div 2.

There was a lot to like about the game. Firstly, the
aforementioned fightback showed some real guts,

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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AROUND THE GROUND
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SPONSORS
Premier Partner
Use or refer the services of Gary Peer for
a property sale and Gary Peer will donate
10% of its service fee to the CBJFC upon
a successful sale.

Gold Level

Silver Level

Bronze Level

CARNEGIE
CONSTRUCTIONS
Community Sponsorship
LE N’ S QUAL ITY M EAT S

Thank you to our sponsors! Please support them all!
Please support the clubs sponsors as they contribute a great deal to the running of the club
and allow the club to provide the equipment and apparel required by all the teams.
Any sponsorship enquires please contact Alistair Rowlands on 0408504006

